
 

 

Novox FREE PRO H2 - Professional Dual Wireless System 

 
Novox FREE PRO H2 is a professional grade UHF PLL dual 
wireless system designed for musicians, performers, 
DJs, event hosts, and other on-stage professionals. The 
Novox FREE PRO H2 comes complete with two 
handheld microphones with integrated battery-
powered transmitters, and a two-channel receiver unit 
with advanced functionality. 
 
With a frequency response of 40 - 18000 Hz, Novox 
FREE PRO H2 is optimized for the human voice, making 
it a perfect choice for vocalists, presenters, live events 
hosts, public speakers, stand-up comedians, DJs, 
worship leaders, music clubs, karaoke bars, concert and 
conference halls, training facilities, schools, universities, churches etc. as well as live sound engineers and 
companies. 
 
The Novox FREE PRO H2 dual-channel receiver is equipped with two sets of AF and RF signal status LEDs, as 
well as separate SYNC buttons and Volume control knobs for channels A and B, an LCD display showing the 
UHF frequency band along with group and channel numbers for each mic, and a Jog/Set rotary selector knob 
for setting all the parameters. The back panel is equipped with both XLR and Jack outputs. 
 
The two professional grade dynamic microphones are each equipped with a power ON/OFF button and an IR 
button, and protected by a heavy-duty metal grille and rugged metal housing to deliver under the most 
challenging conditions. Each mic’s integrated transmitter has a built-in LCD display that displays the UHF 
frequency band, RF signal level, and battery level. 
 
Novox FREE PRO H2 delivers solid, dependable connectivity, with UHF PLL Technology wireless microphones 
that stay connected up to 100 meters (approx. 300 feet), and the battery-powered transmitters allow for up 
to 12 hours of continuous operation – more than enough for any concert or even a full-day event. 
 
Novox FREE PRO H2 operates within the UHF frequency range of 630 –668 MHz, with selectable frequency 
for each microphone to avoid unwanted LTE, Wifi or Bluetooth interference. Unlike most systems in its class, 
Novox FREE PRO H2 allows you to utilize up to 10 groups, from 23 to 32 channels each. 
 
Every Novox FREE PRO H2 set includes two microphones with wireless transmitters, a dual channel receiver 
with BNC antennas and AC power supply, a single Jack-Jack cable, rack mounting accessories, and comes in a 
handy carrying case for easy transport and safe storage. 
 

Bullet points: 

⚫ Professional wireless microphone system containing two handheld microphones with built-in battery-

powered transmitters, and a two-channel receiver unit with advanced functionality. 

⚫ Perfect for musicians, performing artists, event hosts, public speakers, announcers, DJs, touring bands, 

live sound engineers and companies, music clubs, karaoke bars, concert and conference halls, 

educational facilities, churches, and more. 

⚫ Up to 100 meters (approx. 300 feet) of stable wireless connection with no unwanted interference from 

Wifi, Bluetooth or LTE transmitters and battery life of up to 12 hours. 

 



 

 

 

⚫ The receiver utilizes an LCD display with a Jog/Set rotary selector knob to easily select the UHF frequency 

band ranging from 630 to 668 MHz and offers 10 groups of 23 to 32 channels. 

⚫ System includes two microphones with wireless transmitters, a dual-channel receiver with two BNC 

antennas and AC power supply, a single Jack-Jack cable, a set of rack mounting accessories, and comes 

in a handy carrying case for easy transport and safe storage. 

 

 

Specs: 

⚫ Solid, rugged design for the most challenging conditions 
⚫ Band: 630-668 MHz UHF 
⚫ Frequency response: 40 Hz - 18 kHz 
⚫ Microphone type: dynamic 
⚫ Transmitter power supply: 2 x 1.5V battery, type AA 
⚫ Receiver power supply: 240 V AC, 50/60 Hz 
⚫ Dimensions (box): 51.5 cm x 37 cm x 7 cm (20.25 in x 14.5 in x 2.75 in) 
⚫ Gross weight: 2.7 kg (6 lbs) 
 

What's in the box: 

⚫ Dual-Channel Receiver 
⚫ 2 x Handheld Wireless Microphone 
⚫ 2 x Antenna 
⚫ 1 x Power Supply 
⚫ 1 x Jack-Jack Cable 
⚫ Rack Mount 

 

 


